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CalcTape Calculator for the iPad - Adding Machine with Paper Roll
Published on 05/31/12
SFR Software announces CalcTape Smart Calculator 1.0 for iPad. CalcTape Calculator turns
the iPad into a calculator with a paper roll. The iPad implementation of the popular
windows and iPhone tool lets the user perform complex calculations and still maintain a
structured overview. All entries will be automatically recorded and saved on a virtual
paper roll. Many additional features, such as programmable keys for VAT or comments truly
simplify everyday calculations.
Cologne, Germany - SFR Software is pleased to announce the release of "CalcTape
Calculator" 1.0 for iPad. When it comes to adding long columns of numbers, doing complex
calculations or playing around with mathematical what-if questions, a normal calculator
does not offer one very important feature - a log function.
The new "CalcTape Calculator" turns the Apple iPad into one of those classic adding
machine that feature a paper roll - and can still be found in many offices. On the iPad
the app works in the portrait mode as well as in the landscape mode. "CalcTape" naturally
masters the four basic arithmetic operations as well as percentage calculations,
exponentiations and various other calculations. The individual numbers and arithmetic
commands are easily recorded by using a virtual keyboard. Many additional features, such
as programmable keys for VAT or comments truly simplify everyday calculations.
The special feature of the app: all entries are being recorded on a virtual paper roll.
This way all numbers can easily be counter-checked, in case the result does not meet the
expectations or there is a suspicion that a number has been entered incorrectly. Even
better: all figures may be modified at a later point in time and subsequently the entire
calculation will be updated. This way corrections as well as what-if calculations are
easily accomplished.
"CalcTape" saves individual calculations, names them and is able to open and display them
at any point in time. Additionally, templates may be created for repetitive use and open
calculations may be send to business associates via e-mail.
In a nutshell:
* Introducing a new app: "CalcTape Calculator" 1.0
* App just for the iPad
* Office calculator featuring all major functions
* Replacement / alternative for the desktop calculator
* Entries are displayed on virtual paper
* All entries may be modified at any time
* Records notes regarding the calculations
* Calculations are stored in the app
* Calculations may be send out via e-mail
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 5.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
CalcTape Smart Calculator 1.0 is $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Finance category. If you are
a journalist and would like to test the app, simply request a promotional code from the
press agency. The code allows you the complimentary download of the app to your iPad.
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SFR Software:
http://www.sfr-software.com/
CalcTape Smart Calculator 1.0:
http://www.calctape.com/ipad
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/calctape-taschenrechner/id525997288?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://itpressearbeit.de/files/calctape-ipad1.png
App Icon:
http://itpressearbeit.de/files/calctape-icon.png

SFR Software is based in Cologne, Germany and was founded by Winfried Schottler in 1988.
For more than 20 years we have been designing custom software solutions for businesses,
provided IT consulting, IT development and IT project management in the core areas of data
bases, reporting, mobile applications and security software. We also implement our own,
innovative solutions for PC, tablets and smartphones. Copyright (C) 2012 SFR Software. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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